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purpose 

asisa’s enterprise and supplier development initiatives exist 

to grow small and medium enterprises for impact. we build sMes 

that support our funders’ value chains, create jobs and move society 

forward to create a brighter future for our country.

vision 

our vision is to create meaningful and sustainable 

shared value for our funders, enterprises and nation 

through the sMes we grow and support.

Mission

we invest in the growth of  sMes with the potential to create

far-reaching impact through an innovative combination of

tailored business acceleration and investment support.

inside
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“Business is good
For developMent

developMent is
good For Business.”

world Business council For sustainable development
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Board
overview

the covid-19 epidemic was disruptive. already dealing with a sluggish and contracting 

economy, the further shock of the covid-19 pandemic put additional pressure on the operations 

of many sMes, not only investees but those sMes undergoing business development. the asisa 

esd initiatives were agile and responded successfully to protect and enable investee sMes 

during this period of economic turmoil. especially pleasing was the creation and preservation of 

jobs so essential for the recovery and growth of the economy going forward. since inception 

the asisa esd  initiatives  have created over 2 000  jobs, supported close to  5 000 jobs, and 

benefitted 10 000 artisans and contractors through indirect job creation.

on behalf of the Board, i extend my deep appreciation for the contributions of the teams of 

edge growth and asisa as well as for the sterling work done by the investment committee.

Finally i thank my fellow board members for their wisdom, guidance, and commitment

to the asisa esd initiatives during the past year.

the role of the asisa esd investment committee is to evaluate black-owned sMes 

that are asisa member supply chain aligned for inclusion in the esd investment 

portfolio. this committee also approves the deployment of loan and equity capital to 

enterprises selected for funding. the majority of sMes included in the esd investment 

portfolio have delivered solid growth in revenue as well as job numbers during the 

period under review as a direct result of the funding received together with post 

investment support. 

i would like to thank my fellow committee members for the time and effort dedicated to 

this worthwhile initiative. i would also like to commend the edge growth team for the 

professional and dedicated support to the investment committee. 

the asisa esd initiatives are making a tangible difference where it matters most, 

namely achieving inclusive growth. Being being part of this effort is extremely fulfilling. 

ingrid goodspeed
Board Chair

leon caMpher
Investment Committee 

Chair

6.

LEON CAMPHER
CEO
ASISA

MikE HERRiNgtON
Executive director
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor
UCT Entrepreneurship Head

HANNEkE LOUW
Corporate finance and 
investments
Santam

JAMEs HOWARd
Portfolio manager
Future Growth

RiAZ gARdEE
Head of  corporate finance
Liberty

tAskEEN isMAEL
Corporate finance manager
Old Mutual

JOHN stURgEON
Group executive, corp finance
Liberty Holdings LTD
Chairman of  Audit and Risk 
Committee

our initiatives are governed by a Board of directors representing industry and

government with more than 200 combined years of specialist experience in financial

services, governance, fund management, procurement and transformation.

Board oF directors

our investment committee is responsible for evaluating and approving the Fund’s

portfolio of investments and boasts investment professionals with experience in

private equity, sMes and developmental investing. 

7.

as at 02/2021
investMent coMMittee
as at 02/2021

iNgRid gOOdsPEEd
Non-executive director

NiRAJ gUdkA 
Chief  operating officer

PSG Konsult

ROdgER WALtER 
Chief  financial officer

ASISA

kENEiLOE sELAMOLELA 
Chief  transformation officer

OUTsurance

dALtON dAtECHONg 
Procurement - group finance

Liberty

ZULFA ABdURAHMAN 
Chief  risk officer

Old Mutual

LEHLOHONOLO 
MOkOMELA

Group transformation head
MMI Holdings

RUtH BENJAMiN-sWALEs
CEO

ASISA Foundation

FRANCOis AdRiAAN
Senior policy advisor

ASISA

sCHALk FOURiE
Non-executive director

tHEMBA PALAgANgWE 
General manager, governance 

and transformation
The South African Insurance 

Association

AsLAM HiggiNs
Head of  group procurement

Santam & Sanlam

investMent
coMMittee
overview



2021: the year of survival and 

adaption. Being faced with a 

global pandemic, it forced the 

teams on the ground to adapt to deliver programmes that 

were able to meet the changing needs of the sMes and 

Brokers. the asisa esd pty ltd, remained busy throughout 

lockdown and delivered more than 10 programmes over the 

year. 

our key objectives were:

 - pivoting to online delivery methods for all business 

development support (Bds) and bootcamps

 - ensuring sMes on the programmes survived the lockdown

 - innovative programme design and collaboration

 - renewal of programmes for continued support 

 - enterprise development (ed) and supplier development 

(sd) objectives for clients  

we worked with more than 240 sMes and intermediaries 

over the financial year ending in Feb 2021. even with the 

pandemic, programme beneficiaries created 114 jobs and 

supported over 1 000 jobs in total. 

we are proud to have designed programmes with the 

following clients:

 - sanlam group: this was the sixth year of the esd and 

intermediary programme, focusing on supply chain linked 

businesses and Bluestar businesses.

 - inseta (insurance sector education and training 

authority): the supplier development and intermediary 

programme is an extension of the inseta Broker 

development programme to assist black-owned iFa 

brokerages during the pandemic.

 - outsurance: this is the second year of the Kwande 

programme, with two streams focusing on towing, and 

motor body repair (MBr) businesses.

 - allan gray, coronation, ninety one, prudential and 

various other financial industry stakeholders: the asisa 

independent Financial advisor (iFa) development 

programme is a two-pronged programme focusing on 

emerging black-owned iFas and internships for graduating 

students.

 - stanlib and sa home loans: this stockbroker programme 

focuses on working with black-owned stockbrokers.

 - liberty: this year saw the conclusion of the supplier 

development programme and the intermediary 

development programme. 

 - Momentum Metropolitan:  two broker programmes were 

launched – a behavioural coaching programme, and a 

broad-reach programme targeting three distribution 

areas within the business.

the acceleration team’s response to covid-19 varied across 

the programmes to meet the sMe needs and the clients’ esd 

strategies. some of the highlights include:

 - additional mentorship support and bootcamps to deal 

with the challenges being faced

 - working capital and grant support

 - relief funding application support

 - sales and marketing support

in these difficult times, it gave us hope to see the industry 

work together to keep growing and supporting sMes. we 

would like to thank the sponsors, asisa trustees and the 

businesses we have worked with for their continued support 

and willingness to embrace change.

the March 2020 to February 2021 financial year was one 

of uncertainty and hardship and the asisa enterprise and 

supplier development (esd) funds were not immune to 

these effects. the initial priority was to focus on ensuring 

the sustainability of our portfolio of investees. we 

implemented the following measures:

 - relief: we set up a covid-19 relief funding facility 

for all 30 investees to cover essential costs, including 

staff salaries and rent, if needed. this was particularly 

necessary in our short-term insurance supply chain, 

where the volume of work suffered due to the pandemic. 

we also instituted repayment moratoria for investees 

who struggled to repay their loans to ensure that their 

capital could be directed where it was most needed.

 - expansion: we provided expansion capital to portfolio 

companies who saw opportunities during this season. 

these were predominantly tech-enabled businesses 

and those focused on the healthcare sector, such as eM 

guidance, recomed and iyeza health. 

 - guidance: we provided additional mentorship and 

support to investees who needed it, by funding specific 

and customised risk-mitigating and growth-enhancing 

initiatives and monitoring their implementation. 

this included access to market and sales strategy, 

operational improvement and refinement, and improved 

financial management.

we were pleased to see that the vast majority of sMes in 

our portfolio emerged from this period in a better position 

than when they entered into it. in addition, the funds made 

new investments into emerging black-owned businesses in 

the stockbroker, healthcare, technology, and short-term 

insurance space.

Between inception in 2013 and the end of the 2021 financial 

year, the funds had invested over r410m in 38 sMes, creating 

over 800 jobs in the process. of this total, r60mn was 

invested during the 2021 financial year, into 5 businesses, 

with 114 jobs being created 

within the portfolio during the 

year. 

our collaboration with impact partners has continued to 

bear fruit, including the relationship with greencape and 

the university of cape town’s Bertha centre for social 

innovation and entrepreneurship. through their green 

outcomes Fund, we could expand our mandate to include 

suitable businesses in the green economy and target 

additional job creation, with two investments during this 

financial year.

our primary focus in the upcoming year will be ongoing 

support to current and future investees through the rest 

of the pandemic and its social and economic implications. 

this will include further support for investees in distress, 

and providing growth funding to businesses who have the 

potential to grow in this next period.

we would like to thank asisa members for their ongoing 

support to the funds through the provision of capital, 

due diligence insight, and access to market, as well as 

their governance support via the board and investment 

committees. 

we also want to tip our hats to the members of the delivery 

team who have worked incredibly hard to ensure that our 

portfolio of sMes who have the best chance of success, and 

who believe passionately in the impact we as an investment 

initiative are looking to generate.

investMent
overview

greg Mcdonald
Por tfolio head

8.

aManda urBan
Head of  programmes

acceleration
overview

9.



iMpact 
achieveMents 
since inception

r30M
deployed to 

Key suppliers to 
the short-terM 

insurance industry 
(e.g. motor body repairs, 

property and construction 
services)

r98M
in capital adeQuacy 

Funding was 
provided to six BlacK 

stocKBroKers
(resulting in a five-fold 

increase in annual revenue)961
sMes

developed

441 520
sMe

suppliers
BroKers and 
Financial planners

r665M
deployed into sMe 

investMents (r412M) 
and acceleration 

(r253M)

57
Funders
provided with 

optiMal esd 
investMent

2,081joBs 
created

4,863 joBs 
supported

35%
average 
revenue 

increase 
across 

sMes 
supported

96 100
hours

oF Business 
support For 

sMes

11.10.

(2013-2021) r220M FroM our 
supported sMe’s

spent in industry 
procureMent

r25M
invested into 

healthcare

r20M
coMMitted to 

sMes within the 
green econoMy 

space

10 000
artisans and sMall 

contractors
BeneFitted through 

indirect joB
creation

~10% 
gross irr

Fund investMents 
return to
date



“In times like these it is important to 
remember some ancient wisdom: ‘We 

cannot choose our external circumstances, 
but we can always choose how we 

respond to them (Epictetus).’”

investMent
highlights

13.12.

greg Mcdonald
Por tfolio head
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atisa securities

Bopa Moruo

sanari capital

weaver capital

tysys capital group

Bobats wealth solutions

pineapple

vunani securities

lefika securities

Khumo securities

Msd construction

judante Building 
solutions

south side 
contractors

cape panel Beaters parow

ashlee panel shop

tcj autobody

slj autobody centre

xpress Bodyworks

waste want

siyaya electrical

ig3n

construction
& Materials

r14M

autoMotive

r12M
electronic &

electrical eQuipMent

r21M
recycling

r5M

current
investMent portFolio
BreaKdown

we are pleased to have been part of supporting sMes with their transformation and expansion venture and growth.

g&t autoBody

in February 2018, the asisa esd investment committee approved loan funding from the motor body 

repair (MBr) funding facility to g&t autobody panel shop, a fully accredited black-female-led major 

structural repairer and panel-beating shop based in randburg, gauteng. g&t offers a full range of 

repair services, supplemented by a “drop off and collection” service for all clients, as well as a tow-in service. the 

funding was used to purchase a spray booth to ensure professional-quality spray painting of vehicles as well as for 

working capital required to expand the workshop. after a three-year investment period, g&t settled its loan in january 

2021, thus exiting the portfolio. the asisa esd Fund is proud that its investment assisted g&t to deliver quality work, 

and increase its revenue by 38.15% while creating 18 jobs since date of investment. thembi sithole, owner of g&t, has 

exciting plans which include opening another motor body repair shop. she hopes to provide more opportunities and 

training for the youth in the MBr space. this is a successful exit transforming the MBr industry and making impact. 

MeerKat

the asisa esd investment committee identified Meerkat shortly after it launched as an emerging 

sMe that could significantly impact the lives of south africans struggling financially. the asisa esd 

Fund partnered with Meerkat through an investment into the business in april 2016 as well as continuous post-investment 

support which included sales and marketing interventions and access to business coaching. this empowered Meerkat 

to consolidate its product suite, starting with debt counselling services, and expanding to offer credit life insurance, 

funeral cover and a savings offering. the asisa esd Fund did not only focus on investment through capital funding, but 

also on developing human capital within sMes. Meerkat’s employees all participate in the ownership of the business 

and trialled the new savings product. the fund was successfully exited through a refinancing of the company in early 

2021, after having seen the team add an additional 53 permanent employees – which represents another significant job 

creator and supply chain funding success story.

eagle towers

in February 2015 the asisa esd investment committee approved expansion funding to eagle 

towers south africa, a 100% black owned south african telecommunications company. at time 

of investment eagle towers had only one mobile telecoms tower, which it owned and leased to 

a mobile network operator (Mno) over the course of the investment additional funding was 

approved in 2017 eagle towers grew their portfolio to 65 towers and recruited an additional 14 people. eagle towers 

south africa exited the asisa esd Fund  after selling 50 of its 65 towers to helios towers in the uK. this enabled eagle 

towers to settle its loan and retain enough capital to fund its ambitious expansion plans. in 2019, eagle towers was 

awarded a vodacom deep rural tender to build towers in rural areas across south africa, which is now the key focus 

of the business. having an investee company exit our portfolio is good news since it means that the company achieved 

phenomenal success enabling it to repay the loans granted and to stand on its own two feet.

successFul 
investMent exits

recoMed

iyeza health

eM guidance

aviro health

sensor networks

hiMco

Kandua

reach republic

healthcare

r36M

Financial services

r142M

(For the year ended Feb 2021)

insurance
execution 

r39M
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“Through this pandemic, our programme
beneficiaries are coming out stronger,

more resilient and focused. We have seen
great growth across our programmes’

beneficiaries with the help of  business
development interventions, funding and

client support. Working together has
never been so important.”

acceleration
highlights

aManda urBan
Head of  programmes
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sanlaM esd 
prograMMe

sanlam’s enterprise and supplier development (esd) 

programme was initiated in july 2013 to support 

the strategic growth and development of small 

and medium enterprises linked to sanlam’s supply 

chain and distribution networks. the programme 

targets the creation of shared value for sanlam, the 

industry and south africa by providing best practice 

esd support, demonstrating sanlam’s commitment 

to uplifting south africa by promoting sustainable 

development and job creation. the programme ran 

from january 2020 to december 2020.

outsurance 
prograMMe 
outsurance’s Kwande programme is a 24-month 

programme providing business development support to 

28 sMes – all of which are within outsurance’s supply 

chain. these businesses include eight MBrs, 14 towers 

and six non-motor sMes ranging from plumbers, builders, 

electricians, and other artisans. all sMes that took part 

in year one of the programme, rolled over into year two 

which launched in april 2020 until March 2021.

“The bootcamps encouraged me to 
maintain an entrepreneurial mindset, 

and as a leader to  always think 
about how I can better my service 

offerings, even when the business is at 
the top of  its game. Entrepreneurs are 
entrepreneurs because we discovered 
or created a service that no one else 

was offering. Businesses need to 
continuously innovate if  they wish to 

remain relevant. We as employers 
must find ways of  streamlining the 
business so resources dedicated to 

fostering innovation, growth and 
efficiency are readily available.”

“The programme was awesome 
and worth the time spent on it. Not 
only did it help with the growth, 
development and management 
of  our business, but also with our 
personal development. Mentors 
were there every step of  the 
way. They are professional, 
passionate, knowledgeable, highly 
respected, dedicated, hardworking, 
approachable and accessible. A 
special thank you to Charlene Lamb 
for her dedication and all she has 
done for us. We wouldn’t have 
gotten this far if  it wasn’t for her and 
her passion for her job.”

FatiMa slarMie
Xpress Auto 

MBuso Mlungwana
Accord Assist  

19.18.

MMh prograMMe 
Momentum Metropolitan holdings (MMh) partnered 

with asisa esd initiative to launch a 12-month 

Momentum intermediary coaching programme, which 

kicked off early February 2021 with a cohort of 60 

intermediaries. the partnership leverages esd to 

achieve supply chain transformation through the 

support, development and transformation of existing 

intermediaries and MMh consultants, for the benefit 

of MMh’s distribution channels and the industry 

as a whole. Financial advisers of the future need 

to understand the “money psyche” of their clients. 

through the highly developed interpersonal skills 

imparted in this programme, they will be able to 

listen, question, guide, council, empathise and most 

importantly, coach their clients on their journey to 

financial success. 

nilan pillay
IWealth Consult

“Thank you to Momentum, the 
coaches, the facilitators and 
Edge Growth for an amazing 
programme – fabulous 
presentation style with lots of 
opportunities to ask questions, 
share and talk about real-life 
experiences which makes for a 
really enjoyable and informative 
programme. Having been exposed 
to coaching myself, I find the 
content to be incredibly useful. 
Having enjoyed the practical and 
experiential nature of  the content, 
I would imagine that once the 
coaching is completed, it will 
have a profound impact on all the 
delegates both personally and 
professionally.”
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“All of  us are living in 
an unprecedented time. 

Irrespective of  the challenges, 
we have witnessed tremendous 
resourcefulness, creativity and 
resilience from the businesses 

we work with – a truly
South African trait that bodes 

well for our future.”

siya ralawe

Head of  business development support

16.

iFa prograMMe  
a collaboration between allan gray, coronation, 

ninety one and prudential, the iFa development 

programme intends to invest in the strategic growth and 

development of select iFas to equip their businesses 

with practical practice management toolkits, skills and 

knowledge to build the industry distribution capability. 

the programme also targets skills development by 

providing high potential individuals with internships 

in top selected iFa practices through a structured 

programme encompassing both theoretical knowledge 

and practical work experience. the programme is 

currently in its sixth year  which commenced in april 

2020 until March 2021 working with 28 iFas and 36 

interns across the country.

“It’s been enlightening to hear how 
other practices got it right. I especially 
enjoy hearing from established 
businesses such as Galileo’s Warren 
Ingram. I have appreciated the clarity 
it has provided me to decide if  I want 
to be a technician in the business or 
a manager. The learnings on client 
segmentation have been useful.
Earlier in the business, our clients 
seemed quite uniform. However, as we 
are growing and taking on a different 
client demographic, it is evident that 
we need to differentiate the offering 
and service model.”

palesa duBe
Wealth Creed  

11.

stocKBroKer 
prograMMe

on completion of the industry stockbroker programme 

in 2020, which was powered by coronation, ninety 

one, old Mutual, prudential, siM and stanlib, stanlib in 

collaboration with sa home loans, decided to continue 

support to the stockbrokers. launched in september 

2020, the new programme works with the stockbrokers 

to assist with their strategy, stay relevant and adapt to 

technology. some of the business development support 

included ceo coaching, implementing, and managing the 

Qrap (quarterly review, adjust and planning process), 

workshops and strategic interventions. 

“The support programme focused on 
providing the foundation to successfully 

grow and scale our business. These 
programmes provided the framework 

that helped PSec define our DNA, 
recognise and plan our competitive 

strategy, and execute on our winning 
moves. We continue to be supported on 

a quarterly basis with 10X specialists 
facilitating our QRAP sessions where, 

with their guidance, we continue to 
refine our strategy and improve on 

our execution. Our business continues 
to grow and thanks to the 10X 

programmes and support, PSec is well 
placed to grow and scale further. On 

the back of  PSec’s success, the broader 
Prescient Group has also engaged with 

10X for their workshop.”

chris craddocK
Prescient Securities 
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“Our approach to Enterprise 
and Supplier Development 
(ESD) provides a strategic
solution for economic growth 
that builds not just businesses, 
but society too.”
ruth BenjaMin-swales

ASISA ESD Funds Trustee

liBerty sd and 
interMediary 
prograMMe 
continuing a long-standing relationship since 2014, 

liberty launched an intermediary and sd programme in 

2020 the programme ran from March 2020 until February 

2021. the focus of both programmes was to extend the 

business development support to the beneficiaries for a 

second year. the sd programme focused on eight supply 

chain linked sMes to complete the empower phase 

(year two), while the intermediary programme provided 

business development support to seven intermediaries.

“The programme held me 
accountable! Most important was 
the financial growth that came 
as a result of  restructuring the 
business model, securing corporate 
clients that generate repeat 
business, and the improvement 
in company culture that came 
as a result of  appreciating the 
softer side of  business (crucial 
conversations and resilience, 
which leads to better personal 
management).”

saKi MaBhele
Saki Print and Graphics 

inseta sd
and BroKer
prograMMe  

this is the third time that inseta partnered with the asisa 

esd initiative. Following the success of the 18-month 

long inseta broker development programme, which 

concluded in May 2019, inseta quadrupled its commitment 

to sMe development with two new additional 18-month 

programmes which ran from May 2019 until March 2021. 

the programme provided specialised support to 30 

black-owned independent financial adviser practices 

(brokerages), and 30 black-owned insurance industry 

value chain suppliers. the programme was extended to 

assist sMes and intermediaries navigate the pandemic. 

lesedi leBogo
Techroid Solutions  

“The programme gave me new tools 
and opportunities to thrive. My 

understanding of  business principles 
and processes improved. The coaching 
work changed my thinking and helped 

to bring balance and perspective. 
The bootcamps were extremely 

helpful. I really enjoyed the pitch 
where we looked at how to market 
our businesses, as well as the one 

about planning and goal-setting. This 
reminded me why I had started this 

company, and what I want to achieve. 
Getting better financial understanding 

and applying it, means that I’m in 
control of  our finances. Overall, the 

programme has had a massive impact 
on me and my business.”



ensuring
survival during 

covid-19  

Knowledge is 
power in the
Face oF adversity

the asisa esd Funds have worked hard over the past year to ensure that our 

investees had the best chance of survival during the covid-19 period. the initial 

phase of our covid-19 response was tailored to provide intensive investee 

engagement and pre-emptive financial relief to the appropriate investees. 

By offering moratoriums and covid-19 relief funding, the aim was to help them 

absorb some of the immediate economic implications of the pandemic. Funding 

allowed the payment of necessities such as staff salaries and rent through hard 

lockdown and the period after that. 

the portfolio has seen mixed results, with some businesses seeing ongoing strain and 

vulnerability resulting from depressed economic conditions, while others – such as 

those in the technology and healthcare spaces – have seen growth.

portfolio support has been targeted at improving investment sustainability and 

reducing business risk. while there have been a few successes, several investee 

companies are still struggling to meet cashflow requirements. 

restructuring payment obligations will offer much needed relief to their loan 

repayments and other cashflow demands. 

covid-19 relief funding remains available to companies within our portfolio who 

experience cashflow constraints brought on by the pandemic.

24.

investMent
highlights

the covid-19 pandemic and associated lockdown periods have forced many 

business owners to act quickly to ensure their business’s survival. 

the asisa esd initiative (Manco) helped owners set up online working 

environments to ensure each staff member was able to operate optimally. 

to avoid a cashflow crunch, it was important to help owners realise the size of 

the challenge. this included understanding the current cost structure, fixed cost 

commitments, and where potential cost savings could be. a scenario analysis 

assuming a low, medium and high impact, proved to be helpful. 

Business owners were assisted to apply for relief funding from the various relief 

funding schemes available. it was crucial, however, to also highlight the need to 

plan for future repayments. 

going forward, work is being done to assist business owners to re-imagine 

their businesses by cutting costs, aggressively look for new customers, pivoting 

to different markets, and understand what growth looks like in a post-covid-19 

environment. 

in acknowledging that this has been a stressful period, wellness bootcamps were 

introdued to drive wellness thinking and to help business owners with tools to 

alleviate stress and also to react positively in such a fast-changing world.

25.

acceleration
highlights



vision 2022
and Beyond

capacity Building
ensure the continued growth and sustainability of the sMes we support by

providing best practice business development support. 

deployMent
continue to invest in the growth of sMes through financial support and developmental 

programmes to create further shared value for our funders, investees and society. 

capital raising
raise additional funding for the continued support of

sMe development initiatives in support of our industry and nation. 

eMpowerMent
ensure the optimal alignment of our initiatives to regulatory, compliance and 
transformation outcomes that marry the spirit and intent of the B-BBee code.

success stories
create financial and reputational benefit for funders

by delivering high-impact success stories.

leading practice
align to broader stakeholder priorities with regard to

leading practice in enterprise and supplier development.

covid-19 support
provide specific business development support

and funding to businesses struggling through the pandemic.

26. 27.



our
Funders

we wish to extend our sincere gratitude to our funders 

for their support of asisa’s enterprise and supplier 

development activities (since inception).

28.



www.asisaesd.org.za

slade house, second Floor, Boundary terraces

1 mariendahl lane newlands 7700

+27 (0)21 671 2658

asisaesdfund@edgegrowth.com




